Safety learning program

Trafﬁc and Parking around your School
Parking rules are designed to stop vehicles from parking where it would be dangerous or inconvenient for others.
Please consider the residents when parking in streets surrounding your school.



A School Zone is the area around a school with a speed limit of 40 km/h. Between the
School Zone and End School Zone signs you must obey the school zone speed limit.
The school zone speed limit only applies on gazetted school days and during the times
shown on the sign.



School Bus lights – buses use signs and orange ﬂashing ‘wigwag’ lights to warn
motorists and pedestrians that they are picking up or setting down school children. The
lights begin to ﬂash when the bus stops and the doors are opened. They keep ﬂashing
for about 30 seconds after the doors close and continue even after the bus moves off.
You must not drive past the bus in the same direction at more than 40 km/h while the
‘wigwag’ lights are ﬂashing as there may be children crossing or about to cross the road.



A No Parking Zone means that you must not stop for more than two minutes. You must remain in or within
three metres of the vehicle. No Parking Zones are suitable for dropping off and picking up.

THESE SIGNS MEAN YOU MAY STOP
HERE TO DROP OFF / PICK UP
BUT YOU MUST
 stop for up to 2 minutes only
 stay within 3 metres of vehicle
Kids look to you to keep them safe - please park legally in school zones
HEAVY FINES and DEMERIT POINTS APPLY



A Bus Zone means that the area is restricted for bus use only. If hours of operation are
shown, the restriction only applies to this time. You may use this area outside of
these times.



A No Stopping Zone means no stopping at any time.

Other times when you must not stop
You must not stop your vehicle (that is, bring it to a stop and either stay with the vehicle or leave it parked) in the
following circumstances:







Double parked (that is in the road alongside a car that is parked)
Across a driveway or footpath
On a median strip or trafﬁc island
On footpaths and nature strips
On or within 20 metres before and 10 metres after a children’s crossing or pedestrian crossing




Within an intersection
Within 10 metres of an intersecting road at an intersection without trafﬁc lights unless signposted otherwise




In Bus Stop, Bus Zone, Taxi Stand or Taxi Zone signed areas
At least one metre from any other parked vehicle, close as possible and parallel to the kerb, and facing the
same direction as the trafﬁc lane




Within three metres of any double centre lines
Within 20 metres before and 10 metres after a bus stop

Adherence to signposting, linemarking and road rules
around your school will assist in providing a safe
environment for the school community and residents.

